Luca Nichetto, designer

“BonBon” collection, side tables

Luca Nichetto was born in 1976 in Venice, where he studied at the Art Instite. Afterwards
he attended the University Institute of Architecture of Venice where he earned a degree in
Industrial Design. He began his professional career in 1999. In 2006 he founded his first
Venetian studio, in 2011 he opened a second practice in Staockholm, Sweden. This is when
when he began to move beyond the object, reaching to interior design and architecture.
Today Nichetto collaborates with a wide variety of leading Italian and international
companies.

The family of side tables BonBon by Italian designer Luca Nichetto are inspired by the
silver paper wrapped around the candies and their stylized form. Composed of simplify
geometric shapes assembled in a totem, the model reminds of out of scaled candies that
are suitable next or in front to a sofa or armchair.
*(Available in 3 different models and colors)

Luca Nichetto, designer

“Vitroidi” collection, Vases

Luca Nichetto was born in 1976 in Venice, where he studied at the Art Instite. Afterwards
he attended the University Institute of Architecture of Venice where he earned a degree in
Industrial Design. He began his professional career in 1999. In 2006 he founded his first
Venetian studio, in 2011 he opened a second practice in Stockholm, Sweden. This is when
when he began to move beyond the object, reaching to interior design and architecture.
Today Nichetto collaborates with a wide variety of leading Italian and international
companies.

The idea came out while thinking about decorative objects that could be eventually
implemented with a simple function. Using a distinctive material like the silvered glass,
we designed “Vetroidi”, a family of characters that seems to come from the space,
with simple shapes yet strong personality. They can be used as ornamental centerpieces
as well as flower vases, tea light holders or candle holders. And of course to keep
company and make you feel happy.

